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Abstract. A method for solving the problem of unwarping a distorted
omni-image taken by a lateral-direction misaligned omni-camera with its
optical axis incoincident with its mirror axis is proposed. The method
does not conduct camera calibration and is based on a new concept of
two-stage image mapping from the real-world space to the distorted im-
age space. The first stage is conducted in the camera manufacturing
process and includes the generation of a pano-mapping function for
mapping the real-world space to an undistorted image taken by an omni-
camera with its optical and mirror axes being coincident. The second
stage is conducted in an in-field environment when the omni-camera
becomes lateral-direction misaligned and includes the generation of a
distortion-mapping function that maps undistorted image pixels to dis-
torted ones and the generation of a misalignment adjustment table that
combines the pano-mapping and distortion-mapping functions to map
the real-world space to the distorted image space. The distortion map-
ping function is generated by a new technique of curved quadrilateral
morphing using quadratic pattern classifiers. The misalignment adjust-
ment table is last used to unwarp distorted images conveniently by table
lookup. Experimental results using simulated and real-image data show
the feasibility of the proposed method. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instru-
mentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3204238�

Subject terms: image unwarping; omni-image; omni-camera; camera calibration;
camera misalignment; curved quadrilateral morphing; quadratic classifier.
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Introduction
mni-cameras are becoming popular for various applica-

ions owing to their advantage in providing greater fields of
iew �FOVs� in acquired omni-images. Such cameras can
e categorized into two types, dioptric and catadioptric. A
ioptric omni-camera captures incoming light through the
amera lens to form images. An example is the fish-eye
amera.1 A catadioptric omni-camera has, in addition to a
CD camera, a reflective mirror, and captures indirect light

eflected by the mirror to form images. The mirror surface
ay be of various shapes, such as conic, parabolic, hyper-

olic, and spheric. A catadioptric omni-camera with a para-
olic mirror used in this study is shown in Fig. 1, in which
transparent plastic hollow cylinder is used to support the
irror at a distance from the CCD camera placed on a

latform. The structure of the camera is illustrated in Fig.
�a�. If all the reflected light rays go through a common
oint, the camera is said additionally to have a single-
iewpoint �SVP�;2 otherwise it has a non-single-viewpoint
non-SVP�.3

Omni-images, although providing wider FOVs, are
arped in nature. In many applications, it is necessary to

091-3286/2009/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
ptical Engineering 087003-
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transform them into unwarped images. Such image unwarp-
ing work usually involves camera calibration, in which the
intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters are estimated, fol-
lowed by the derivation of equations to transform image
coordinates into unwarped versions.4 The camera calibra-
tion process, presumably conducted in the camera manufac-
turing process, is in general complicated and time-
consuming. After a calibrated camera is equipped in an
application environment �e.g., installed on a vehicle, at-
tached on a house ceiling, etc.� and used for application

Fig. 1 A catadioptric camera used in this study.
August 2009/Vol. 48�8�1
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urposes, it is usually assumed that the camera structure is
xed stably forever, incurring no change of the camera pa-
ameters.

However, in real applications like vision-based autono-
ous vehicle navigation or security surveillance,1,5–8 a

amera equipped on a vehicle might be shaken due to ve-
icle vibrations or one installed on a wall might be re-
oved due to reemployment, causing possibly destruction

f the camera structure, called camera misalignment, which
auses displacements and/or reorientations of the CCD
amera with respect to the reflective mirror. The previously
entioned non-SVP property is actually a type of camera
isalignment with both the optical axis through the lens

enter and the mirror axis through the mirror center being
xially displaced with respect to each other, resulting in
estruction of the SVP into a locus called a caustic
urface.9 We will call such a kind of camera structure
hange axial-direction camera misalignment. An illustra-
ion is shown in Fig. 2�b�. Note that usually the optical axis
s assumed to be coincident with the mirror axis and that
he distance of the CCD camera to the mirror surface is
sually adjusted properly in advance to form the SVP prop-
rty.

Another type of camera misalignment is reorientation of
he CCD camera with respect to the mirror surface, result-
ng in destruction of the coincidence of the optical axis with
he mirror axis. Such misalignment, seldom studied, de-
tructs not only the SVP property10 but also the rotational
nvariance property in omni-images, used by almost all ex-
sting image unwarping methods to simplify
omputation.4,11–15 We will call such a kind of camera
tructure change lateral-direction camera misalignment. An
llustration is shown in Fig. 2�c�. Note that the rotational
nvariance property says that the angle of an incoming light
ay of a scene point is identical to that of the corresponding
mage point in the image space. An image taken by a cor-
ectly aligned catadioptric omni-camera and another taken
y a lateral-direction misaligned one are shown in Figs.
�a� and 3�b�, respectively, for illustration.

Camera misalignment causes conventional image un-
arping methods inapplicable because of the resulting

hanges of the camera parameters. Jeng and Tsai4 proposed

Fig. 2 Alignment of catadioptric omni-camera. �
�c� lateral-directional misalignment.
ptical Engineering 087003-
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an omni-image unwarping method for dealing with the
axial-direction camera misalignment problem. However,
very few studies on image unwarping for lateral-direction
camera misalignment have been conducted so far except
Mashita et al.10 and Strelow et al.16 In Mashita et al.,10

camera calibration was conducted first, before image un-
warping was carried out. Also, the method is applicable to
cameras with hyperboloidal mirrors only. In Ref. 16, Stre-
low et al. proposed an imaging model for omni-cameras
that accounts for the full rotation and translation between
the camera and mirror if the camera is misaligned. It is
required to specify manually calibration pattern points for
image and world-space point correspondence.

It is desired in this study to design a general and auto-
matic image unwarping method that can solve this problem
in the application environment without camera calibration,
which is usually done in the factory. Such an in-field
method is useful for applications where sending misaligned
cameras back to factories for recalibration is undesirable or
impractical.

For this goal, the idea of a mapping-based approach pro-
posed recently by Jeng and Tsai11 is adopted. This approach
does not conduct camera calibration to estimate camera pa-
rameters, but creates a so-called pano-mapping table as a
substitute of camera parameters for image unwarping. It is
unified and integrated in nature, applicable to unwarping of

rect alignment; �b� axial-direction misalignment;

Fig. 3 Images of a color pattern acquired by a catadioptric omni-
camera. �a� Image taken with the camera correctly aligned; �b� im-
age taken with the camera misaligned.
a� Cor
August 2009/Vol. 48�8�2
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mages taken by any type of CCD camera as well as any
ype of reflective mirror surface.

More specifically, the proposed method has two stages,
he first being assumed to be conducted in the factory and
he second in the in-field environment. In the first stage, it
ssumed that the camera is correctly aligned to take images,
hich we call undistorted images. A pano-mapping table is

hen created according to Jeng and Tsai,11 which defines a
oordinate mapping function from the real-world space to
he omni-image space. It can be used to unwarp an omni-
mage into a panoramic or a perspective-view image. In the
econd stage, where the camera is lateral-direction mis-
ligned, a distortion correction table is created first, which
aps undistorted images to distorted ones taken by the

amera. The table is then combined with the pano-mapping
able to create a composite mapping from the real-world
pace to the distorted image space, in the form of a third
able, called a misalignment adjustment table. Such a table
s used last for unwarping distorted images into panoramic
mages in the real-world space.

In generating the distortion correction table, which is
ssentially an image mapping between patches of a dis-
orted image and those of an undistorted one, a new image

orphing technique proposed in this study is applied. The
echnique is based on the use of the quadratic classifier in
attern recognition theory for two-class pattern classifica-
ion. The use of such quadratic classifiers improves the pre-
ision of the morphing result of the conventionally adopted
ilinear mapping technique, because the corresponding
atches in this study have curved boundaries instead of
inear ones. Furthermore, the misalignment adjustment
able is invariant in nature with respective to the camera
osition, so the table is applicable wherever the camera is
oved.
In this paper, we describe the proposed two-stage

apping-based image unwarping method as an algorithm
n Sec. 2, present the proposed image patch morphing tech-
ique using quadratic classifiers in Sec. 3, show some ex-
erimental results in Sec. 4, and make concluding remarks
n Sec. 5.

Proposed Mapping-Based Image Unwarping
Method

n this section, Jeng and Tsai’s method11 used in the pro-
osed image unwarping method is reviewed first, followed
y a description of the proposed method.

Table 1 Pano-map

�1 �2

�1 �u11,v11� �u21,v21� �u

�2 �u12,v12� �u22,v22� �u

�3 �u13,v13� �u23,v23� �u

�4 �u14,v14� �u24,v24� �u

… … …

�N �u1N ,v1N� �u2N ,v2N� �u
ptical Engineering 087003-

Downloaded from SPIE Digital Library on 31 Oct 2009 to 1
2.1 Review of a Mapping-Based Image Unwarping
Method

The pano-mapping table proposed by Jeng and Tsai11 is
created once forever by a simple learning process for a
non-lateral-direction misaligned omni-camera with any
type of reflective mirror surface as a summary of the infor-
mation conveyed by all the camera parameters. The learn-
ing process takes as input a set of landmark points on a
calibration object in the world space and the set of corre-
sponding points in a given image. For example, as illus-
trated in Fig. 4, P1 and P2 are two landmark points in the
real world, and p1 and p2 are the corresponding image
points, respectively. More generally, let the coordinates of
each real-world point P be denoted as �� ,�� and those of its
corresponding image pixel p as �u ,v�. The pair �� ,�� de-
scribes the azimuth angle and the elevation angle of an
incident light ray coming from P and reflected by the mir-
ror surface to go through the lens center, yielding the cor-
responding image pixel at �u ,v� on the image plane. Ac-
cordingly, the pano-mapping table is designed to be 2-D in
nature, with the horizontal and vertical axes specifying the
possible ranges of � and � in M and N increments, respec-
tively, as shown in Table 1. Each entry Eij with indices �i , j�
in the table specifies a pair ��i ,� j�, which defines an infinite
set Sij of real-world points on the light ray with azimuth
angle �i and elevation angle � j. These real-world points in
Sij are all projected onto an identical pixel pij in an omni-

Fig. 4 Omni-camera system.

ble of size M�N.

�4 … �M

�u41,v41� … �uM1 ,vM1�

�u42,v42� … �uM2 ,vM2�

�u43,v43� … �uM3 ,vM3�

�u44,v44� … �uM4 ,vM4�

… … …

� �u4N ,v4N� … �uMN ,vMN�
ping ta

�3

31,v31�

32,v32�

33,v33�

34,v34�

…

3N ,v3N
August 2009/Vol. 48�8�3
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mage taken by the camera, forming a pano-mapping, de-
oted as fpm, from Sij to pij. An illustration of this mapping
s shown in Fig. 5. This mapping is shown in Table 1 by
lling entry Eij with the coordinates �uij ,vij� of pixel pij in

he omni-image.
Under the assumption of correct camera alignment that

eads to the rotational invariance property, Jeng and Tsai11

erived the following equations for computing the values
uij ,vij� of each entry in the table:

i = i � �2�/M�, for i = 0,1, . . . ,M − 1,

j = j � ���e − �s�/N� + �s, for j = 0,1, . . . ,N − 1,

j = fr�� j� = a0 + a1 � �1 + a2 � �2 + a3 � �3 + a4�4,

ij = rj � cos �i,

ij = rj � sin �i, �1�

here �e and �s specify the maximum and the minimum of
he elevation angles of the omni-camera, respectively; fr���
s a nonlinear function specifying the relation between the
levation angle � of a real-world point P and the radial
istance r from the corresponding image pixel p at coordi-
ates �u ,v� in the omni-image to the image center; and the
oefficients a0 through a4 of fr��� are estimated using the
mage and real-world coordinate data of the previously

entioned corresponding landmark point pairs. Note that
he rotational invariance property notationally means that
he azimuth angle � of each real-world point P on the light
ay is identical to the angle � of the corresponding image
ixel p with respect to the u axis in the input image. That
s, the azimuthal mapping is just an identity function fa
uch that fa���=�=�.

As illustrated laterally in Fig. 6, with the pano-mapping
able Tpm generated as earlier and a given omni-image G, a
anoramic image Q of size MQ�NQ with height H at dis-
ance D from the omni-camera may be generated by map-
ing first each image pixel qkl in Q at coordinates �k , l� to
n entry Eij in Tpm filled with coordinates �uij ,vij� using the
arameters MQ, NQ, D, and H, followed by assigning the
olor value of the image pixel pij of G at �uij ,vij� to pixel

kl. The formulas for computing the indices i and j in this
rocess are as follows:

Fig. 5 Mapping between pano-mapping table and omni-image.
ptical Engineering 087003-
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i = k �
M

MQ
; Hq = l �

H

NQ
; �q = tan−1�Hq

D
�;

�2�

j =
��q − �s� � N

��e − �s�
.

2.2 Proposed Method for Unwarping Images Taken
by a Misaligned Omni-Camera

When the omni-camera is lateral-direction misaligned, as
illustrated in Fig. 2�c�, the image taken is distorted with
respect to the undistorted image taken with a correctly
aligned or axially misaligned omni-camera, as illustrated in
Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�, respectively. For the preceding Jeng
and Tsai method,11 which essentially is the pano-mapping
fpm: ��q ,�q�→ �uij ,vij�, to be applicable, the distorted im-
age coordinates �uij� ,vij� � must be corrected in advance.
From the viewpoint of image unwarping, each undistorted
image pixel has a corresponding distorted one, so
that there exists a distortion-mapping function fdm:
�uij ,vij�→ �uij� ,vij� �, resulting in a composite mapping
fdm� fpm: ��q ,�q�→ �uij ,vij�→ �uij� ,vij� �, or integrally, fma:
��q ,�q�→ �uij� ,vij� � as the overall solution to the image un-
warping problem investigated in this study, where
fma= fdm: fpm. The function fma will be called the misalign-
ment adjustment function.

One way to construct the nonlinear distortion-mapping
function fdm is to decompose the involved image part piece-
wise into very small patches so that the resulting subimage
mappings become approximately linear. This requires im-
plicitly the creation of a lot of feature points in the involved
image part for use in the image decomposition. Instead of
adopting this linearization technique, the solution proposed
in this study allows the subimages to be processed nonlin-
early. Such subimages come from the segmentation of the
image of a calibration pattern designed for use in this study,
consisting of parallel straight lines and attached on the
transparent cylinder of the camera, as shown in Fig. 7�a�.
Each subimage is a “fan-shaped” curved quadrilateral ap-
pearing in image part of the calibration pattern, as shown in
Fig. 7�b�.

The calibration pattern consists of two sets of calibration

Fig. 6 Lateral-view configuration for generating a panoramic image.
August 2009/Vol. 48�8�4
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ines, one set horizontal and the other set vertical. The lines
re drawn in two colors: blue and purple. The blue ones,
alled start lines, are provided for facilitating line corre-
pondence. The proposed image unwarping procedure is
escribed in the following.

lgorithm 1: Creation of misalignment adjustment
able and image unwarping. Stage I—Generation of a
ano-mapping table in the factory for a non-lateral-
irection misaligned omni-camera.

Step 1. Wrap the transparent cylinder of the camera with
the calibration pattern Oc shown in Fig. 7�a�, take an
image of Oc as a reference image, and denote it as Io.
Step 2. Apply Jeng and Tsai11 to Io to yield a pano-
mapping table with mapping function fpm.

Stage II—Generation of a misalignment adjustment
table and unwarping of input distorted omni-images
in the field.

Step 3. Wrap the transparent cylinder of the omni-
camera, already lateral-direction misaligned, with the
calibration pattern Oc. Take an image of Oc as a working
image, and denote it as Iw.
Step 4. �Calibration line correspondence.� Perform the
following steps to find corresponding calibration lines in
Io and Iw:

a. Segment the calibration lines in images Io and Iw
�appearing as curves�, based on the color infor-
mation �blue and purple� and the edge strengths
of the lines. Classify a pixel with a sufficiently
large weighted sum of its color and edge values
as belonging to a calibration line.

b. Find corresponding horizontal and vertical cali-

ig. 7 Configuration of an omni-camera wrapped with a calibration
attern. �a� A calibration pattern wrapping transparent cylinder of
amera; �b� image of calibration pattern consisting of “fan-shaped”
urved quadrilaterals.
ptical Engineering 087003-
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bration lines in Io and Iw, respectively, by num-
bering the lines starting from the blue start lines.
Decide two lines numbered the same from two
corresponding blue start lines as a corresponding
pair.

Step 5. �Curved quadrilateral correspondence.� Perform
the following steps to find corresponding curved quad-
rilaterals in Io and Iw, similar to those illustrated in
Fig. 8:

a. Cut each corresponding horizontal calibration line
pair in Io and Iw into corresponding curve seg-
ments using the intersection points of each hori-
zontal line with all the vertical calibration lines.

b. Find in order every corresponding curved quadri-
lateral pair in Io and Iw by use of the correspond-
ing curve segments.

Step 6. �Curved quadrilateral morphing.� For each pair
of corresponding curved quadrilaterals, find correspond-
ing points between them with a quadratic classification
scheme �described later in the next section�, resulting in
a quadrilateral-morphing function.
Step 7. �Creation of a distortion-mapping function.� Per-
form the following steps to create a distortion-mapping
function:

a. Collect all the quadrilateral-morphing functions
to create a distortion-mapping function fdm,
which maps the coordinates of Io to those of Iw.

b. Compose fdm and fpm to create a misalignment
adjustment function fma= fdm� fpm in the form of a
table Tma, called a misalignment adjustment table,
as the desired mapping from the real-world space
to the distorted image space.

Step 8. �Unwarping input distorted omni-images.� Per-
form the following steps to unwarp input distorted im-
ages into panoramic ones:

a. Remove the calibration pattern Oc from the omni-
camera, and take an image If.

b. Define a panoramic image Ip to be generated and
compute the azimuth angle � and elevation angle
� for each pixel P in Ip according to the posture
of Ip.

c. Acquire from the misalignment adjustment table
Tma the coordinate pair �u� ,v�� at the entry in-
dexed by the pair �� ,��.

d. Fill the pixel P in Ip with the color value of the
pixel at coordinates �u� ,v�� in I .

Fig. 8 Curved quadrilaterals forming a mutual corresponding pair.
f

August 2009/Vol. 48�8�5
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The misalignment adjustment table created in step 7 of
he preceding algorithm is designed to be of the same form
s that of the pano-mapping table as shown in Table 1,
xcept that the table entries are filled with “distorted” co-
rdinates �u� ,v�� of the working image and that the index
or the entries is the coordinate pair �u ,v� of the reference
mage, as in Table 2.

Curved Quadrilateral Morphing Using
Quadratic Classifiers

n this section, the idea of the proposed technique for
urved quadrilateral morphing using quadratic classifiers
entioned in step 6 of Algorithm 1 is presented first. Then

he adopted quadratic classification technique17 is reviewed,
ollowed by a detailed description of the proposed curved
uadrilateral morphing technique as an algorithm.

.1 Basic Idea
curved quadrilateral in the reference image Io or in the

orking image Iw is a region enclosed by four curve bound-
ries. Figure 8 illustrates two corresponding curved quad-
ilaterals Ho and Hw from Io and Iw, respectively. The goal
f curved quadrilateral morphing is to find corresponding
ixels in Ho and Hw for use in the distortion mapping func-
ion mentioned in step 7 of Algorithm 1.

Since the boundaries of the curved quadrilaterals here
re all curves, the usual method of bilinear transformation
or morphing quadrilaterals with line boundaries18 is inap-
licable here. It is desired to generate interpolating curves
etween the two opposite curves of each boundary pair,
ith the interpolating curves dividing each boundary curve

nto equal-distanced segments, as illustrated by Fig. 9. That
s, for example, the curve segments a, b, c, and d of the
pper boundary of the quadrilateral resulting from such
oundary division in Fig. 9 are all of equal lengths, and so
re the four curve segments e, f , g, and h of the left bound-
ry of the quadrilateral. Furthermore, the curve segments
ormed by mutual intersections of the interpolating curves
ithin the four boundaries also all have this equal-length
roperty.

We propose to accomplish the preceding idea of interpo-
ating curve generation in a recursive manner instead of
irectly dividing each boundary curve into a number of
qual-length segments. That is, we divide recursively each

Table 2 Misalignment a

v1 v2

u1 �u11� ,v11� � �u21� ,v21� � �u

u2 �u12� ,v12� � �u22� ,v22� � �u

u3 �u13� ,v13� � �u23� ,v23� � �u

u4 �u14� ,v14� � �u24� ,v24� � �u

… … …

uN �u1N� ,v1N� � �u2N� ,v2N� � �u
ptical Engineering 087003-
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of every pair of corresponding curved quadrilaterals into
smaller quarter ones and consider the centers of the result-
ing quarter-curved quadrilaterals as corresponding points in
the original corresponding curved quadrilaterals. For this
purpose, we try to find the middle point of each boundary
curve, resulting in two pairs of “opposite” middle boundary
points. For example, in Fig. 9, the two pairs are �A ,C� and
�B ,D�. The center of a curved quadrilateral is defined to be
the point at equal distances to the two middle boundary
points in each pair. This point in Fig. 9 is M. It will be
called the central quadrilateral point subsequently.

To find the middle boundary point of a curve boundary
V of a curved quadrilateral, say, with two end points E and
F, we adopt an approximation method as follows: �1� con-
nect E and F into a line segment EF; �2� find the bisecting
point G of EF; �3� find the line LEF going through G and
perpendicular to EF, and call it the perpendicular bisecting
line of E and F; and �4� find the intersection point S of LEF
and V as the desired middle boundary point. Note that S is
at equal distances to A and C because of the bisection and
perpendicularity property of L. The point S found in this
way is just an approximation of the real middle boundary
point, but it will become more accurate when the boundary
curve is more symmetric with respect to the perpendicular
bisecting line, as can be easily figured out. For our study
here, since the distortion owing to camera misalignment is
usually not too serious, this approximation is within allow-
able tolerance according to our experimental experience.
An illustration of finding the middle boundary points of a
quadrilateral is shown in Fig. 10�a�.

ent table of size M�N.

v4 … vM

�u41� ,v41� � … �uM1� ,vM1� �

�u42� ,v42� � … �uM2� ,vM2� �

�u43� ,v43� � … �uM3� ,vM3� �

�u44� ,v44� � … �uM4� ,vM4� �

… … …

� �u4N� ,v4N� � … �uMN� ,vMN� �

Fig. 9 Illustration of a curved quadrilateral with boundaries and in-
terpolating curves segmented into equal-length segments �a
through d are all of equal lengths; e through h are similar, and so
on�. �Color online only.�
djustm

v3

31� ,v31� �

32� ,v32� �

33� ,v33� �

34� ,v34� �

…

3N� ,v3N�
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To find the central quadrilateral point, say, for the case
hown in Fig. 10�a�, we adopt another approximation pro-
ess that finds the perpendicular bisecting line LAC of the
iddle boundary points A and C as well as the perpendicu-

ar bisecting line LBD of the middle boundary points B and
, and then compute the intersection point M of LAC and
BD as the desired result. An illustration of the result of this
rocess for Fig. 10�a� is shown in Fig. 10�b�.

After the central quadrilateral point is found, the next
tep is to cut the original curved quadrilateral into four
uarter ones. For this purpose, we have to find the curves
hat enclose each quarter-curved quadrilateral. Such curves
hould go through the central quadrilateral point, as illus-
rated by the two blue curves in Fig. 9. To find such inter-
olating curves, we adopt the quadratic classification tech-
ique used in pattern recognition theory, as reviewed in the
ollowing.

.2 Review of Quadratic Classification Technique
he design of a two-class quadratic classifier in pattern

ecognition takes as input two sets of patterns and draws a
urve as the decision boundary in the pattern space to sepa-
ate the patterns into two classes in the sense of minimizing
he Bayes probability of erroneously assigning the patterns
nto wrong classes. A good property of the classifier is its
apability to generate a quadratic boundary curve that takes
nto consideration the shapes of the two pattern sets. That
s, the decision boundary curve is roughly a blending result
f the two shapes.

For our problem here, if we take each pair of “opposite”
urve boundaries of a curved quadrilateral as two pattern
ets with the coordinates of each boundary point as a pat-
ern, we can design a quadratic classifier to find a decision
oundary curve going through the central quadrilateral
oint as a desired interpolating curve, as mentioned earlier.
n illustration is shown in Fig. 11, where the red coordi-
ate data points represent two simulated boundary curves

ig. 10 Illustrations of finding the central quadrilateral point M in a
urved quadrilateral. �a� Finding middle boundary points A through
by perpendicular bisecting lines of every two neighboring corners.

b� Finding central quadrilateral point M by perpendicular bisecting
ine of A and C, and that of B and D.
ptical Engineering 087003-
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of a curved quadrilateral as input pattern sets, and the blue
curve is the decision boundary of a quadratic classifier de-
signed for the two pattern sets. Comparing the shapes of the
three curves, we can see the effect of shape blending men-
tioned previously.

Formally, a quadratic classifier for two pattern classes
�a and �b in vector form X= �x1x2�T is as follows:

h�X� = XTQX + VTX + vo = �
i=1

2

�
j=1

2

qijxixj + �
i=1

2

vixi + vo, �3�

which may be transformed into a linear form as follows:17

h�X� = �
i=i

3

�iyi + �
i=1

2

vixi + vo

= ��1 �2 �3 v1 v2��y1 y2 y3 x1 x2�T + v0

= AZT + v0

= h�Z� ,

where

Q = �q11 q12

q21 q22
	, V = �v1 v2�T,

A = ��1 �2 �3 v1, v2�T = �q11 q12 + q21 q22 v1 v2�T,

and

Z = �y1 y2 y3 x1 x2�T = �u2 uv v2 u v�T.

By the linearity of h�Z�=AZT+v0, we can use the design
technique for the linear classifier to find the coefficient vec-
tor A and v0. The result is as follows:

A = �sK + �1 − s�K �−1�D − D � ,

Fig. 11 Interpolating curve �blue� for two curve boundaries �red�
found by a quadratic classifier using coordinate data as patterns.
�The axes specify x and y coordinates.� �Color online only.�
a b b a
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0 = − VT�sDa + �1 − s�Db� , �5�

here s is a scaling factor between 0 and 1 for adjusting the
ocation of the decision boundary �normally taken to be
.5�, and Da and Db and Ka and Kb are the means and
ariances of the new pattern vectors Za and Zb for classes
a and �b, respectively, which are computed as follows:

a =
1

m
�
i=1

m

Zi
a =

1

m
�
i=1

m

��ui
a�2 ui

avi
a �vi

a�2 ui
a vi

a�T,

b =
1

n
�
i=1

n

Zi
b =

1

n
�
i=1

n

��ui
b�2 ui

bvi
b �vi

b�2 ui
b vi

b�T,

a =
1

m
�
i=1

m

�Zi
a − Da��Zi

a − Da�T,

b =
1

n
�
i=1

n

�Zi
b − Db��Zi

b − Db�T, �6�

here m and n are the numbers of pattern vectors in �a and
b, respectively. By these equations, A and v0 can be ob-

ained and the quadratic decision boundary h�Z�=0, or
riginally h�X�=0, can be obtained.

.3 Curved Quadrilateral Morphing
e are now ready to describe the algorithm we propose for

urved quadrilateral morphing.

lgorithm 2: Quadrilateral morphing by quadratic
lassification.

Step 1. Acquire a curved quadrilateral Hw from the
working image Iw, and its corresponding curved quadri-
lateral Ho from the reference image Io.
Step 2. Compute the central quadrilateral points of Hw
and Ho; denote them as Mc

w and Mc
o, respectively; and

consider them as corresponding points.
Step 3. Design the quadratic classifier h1

w for a pair of
two opposite boundary curves of Hw so that the decision
boundary curve of h1

w goes through the central quadrilat-
eral point Mc

w �i.e., h1
w�Mc

w�=0� by adjusting the scaling
factor s mentioned previously. Do this similarly for the
other pair of opposite boundary curves of Hw to derive
another quadratic classifier h2

w which goes through Mc
w

as well.
Step 4. Use the decision boundary curves of h1

w and h2
w

to divide the curved quadrilateral Hw into four quarter
ones H1

w, H2
w, H3

w, and H4
w.

Step 5. Perform steps 3 and 4 on the curved quadrilateral
Ho similarly to cut Ho into four quarter-curved quadri-
laterals H1

o, H2
o, H3

o, and H4
o, and take Hi

o as the curved
quadrilateral corresponding to Hi

w for i=1, 2, 3, and 4.
Step 6. For each pair of corresponding quarter-curved
quadrilaterals Hi

w and Hi
o for i=1, 2, 3, and 4, perform

the previous steps recursively to find their respective
corresponding central quadrilateral points, cut them into
ptical Engineering 087003-
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even smaller quarter-curved quadrilaterals, and so on,
until the area of any of the quarter-curved quadrilaterals
is smaller than a preselected threshold.

An illustration of the preceding algorithm is shown in
Fig. 12. The result of the algorithm is a mapping from a set
of the central quadrilateral points of subquadrilaterals of Hw

to a set of the corresponding central quadrilateral points of
subquadrilaterals of Ho. All the points are scattered in the
original quadrilaterals Hw and Ho at nondiscrete locations.
For generation of a mapping between discrete coordinates
of Hw and Ho, we apply the concept of nearest neighboring
to substitute nondiscrete locations with discrete ones. For
example, given a point Pw in Hw with discrete coordinates
�uw ,vw�, to find its corresponding point Po in Ho with co-
ordinates �uo ,vo�, we perform the following steps: �1� find
the central quadrilateral point Pw� at nondiscrete position
�uw� ,vw� � in Hw that is nearest to Pw; �2� find the central
quadrilateral point Po� in Ho at nondiscrete position �uo� ,vo��
corresponding to Pw� ; and �3� find the point Po at discrete
position �uo ,vo� in Ho that is nearest to Po�. That is, we have
the following series of mappings:

Pw�uw,vw� → Pw� �uw� ,vw� � → Po��uo�,vo�� → Po�uo,vo� , �7�

and we take the overall mapping �uw ,vw�→ �uo ,vo� as the
final result.

4 Experimental Results
A series of experiments has been conducted to verify the
proposed method. The first experiment was conducted to
test the proposed morphing algorithm �Algorithm 2� on
some simulated data of curved quadrilaterals, which were
drawn by hand and transformed into images. Figure 13
shows one of the intermediate results of iterative central
quadrilateral point computation, where a given input curved
quadrilateral is shown in Fig. 13�a�, and the results of the
first three iterations are shown in Figs. 13�b�–13�d�, respec-
tively. In each figure, the dark blue lines are the interpolat-
ing curves found by quadratic classifications, and the light
blue points are the found central quadrilateral points.

Fig. 12 Illustration of proposed algorithm for morphing one curved
quadrilateral to a corresponding curved quadrilateral. �a� Finding
corresponding central quadrilateral points in a pair of corresponding
curved quadrilaterals. �b� Finding more corresponding central quad-
rilateral points within recursively cut quarter-curved quadrilaterals.
August 2009/Vol. 48�8�8
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In the second experiment, we use real data �a pair of
urved quadrilaterals taken from real omni-images acquired
y a hyperbolic catadioptric omni-camera manufactured by
icro-Star International Co.� to conduct the same process

f the first experiment described earlier. The results are
hown in Fig. 14, with Figs. 14�a�–14�d� corresponding re-
pectively to Figs. 13�a�–13�d� in meaning.

In the third experiment, we tested Algorithm 1 and Al-
orithm 2 together using real-image data. The calibration
attern we used is the one attached on the transparent cyl-
nder of the omni-camera shown in Fig. 7�a�. An undis-
orted image of the calibration pattern assumed to be taken
n a factory for use as the reference image is shown in Fig.
5�a�. And a distorted version of Fig. 15�a� taken in field
sing a lateral-direction misaligned omni-camera for use as
he working image is shown in Fig. 15�b�. Figures 15�c�
nd 15�d� are intermediate results that show the segmented
alibration lines of Figs. 15�a� and 15�b�, respectively. Us-
ng the two figures and subsequent results, a misalignment
djustment table was created by stage II of Algorithm 1.
nd Fig. 15�e� is the result of applying Algorithm 2 to Fig.
5�b� using this table. This figure was used further to gen-
rate a panoramic image, which is shown in Fig. 15�f�.

As a contrast, we also generated a panoramic image
rom the distorted image of Fig. 15�b� without using the

ig. 13 Results of curved quadrilateral morphing by Algorithm 2
sing simulated data. �a� A simulated curved quadrilateral. �b� Re-
ult of first iteration. �c� Result of second iteration. �d� Result of third
teration. �Color online only.�

ig. 14 Results of quadrilateral morphing for real data using Algo-
ithm 2. �a� A curved quadrilaterals. �b� Result of first iteration. �c�
esult of second iteration. �d� Result of third iteration with interme-
iate curves removed.
ptical Engineering 087003-
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distortion mapping fdm �i.e., using the pano-mapping fpm
only�, and the result is shown in Fig. 15�g�, which is quite
unacceptable. This means that the proposed approach is
quite significant in correcting image distortion caused by
lateral-direction camera misalignment.

(a)

(e)

(c) (d)

(b)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig. 15 Image unwarping results using Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2.
�a� Reference image. �b� Working image. �c� Segmented calibration
lines in �a� in thinned form. �d� Segmented calibration lines in �b� in
thinned form. �e� One patch of intermediate results of applying Al-
gorithm 2 to �b� using the misalignment adjustment table. �f� Ten
patches of intermediate results of applying Algorithm 2 to �b� using
the misalignment adjustment table. �g� Result of applying Algorithm
2 to �b� using the misalignment adjustment table. �h� A panoramic
image generated from �g�. �i� A panoramic image generated from
�b�.
August 2009/Vol. 48�8�9
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In the fourth experiment, we tested the effect of Algo-
ithm 2 on the real-image data misalignment adjustment
able obtained in the previous experiment. The result is
hown in Fig. 16. The input distorted image, shown in Fig.
6�a�, was acquired from the lateral-direction misaligned
amera used in the third experiment with the calibration
attern removed. The panoramic image created from this
istorted omni-image using Algorithms 1 and 2 is shown in
ig. 16�b�. For comparison again, we create another pan-
ramic image using the pano-mapping function only with-
ut distortion correction, and the result is shown in Fig.
6�c�. Comparing Fig. 16�b� with Fig. 16�c�, we see again
hat the proposed method is effective.

Conclusions
method for solving the new problem of unwarping omni-

mages taken by lateral-direction misaligned omni-cameras
s proposed, which is based on the concept of direct pixel

apping instead of the conventional camera calibration ap-
roach. The method may be regarded as a generalization of
hat proposed by Jeng and Tsai11 which is applicable to
mages taken by omni-cameras with no lateral-direction

isalignment. The proposed method uses a misalignment
djustment table to map real-world space points to distorted
mage pixels in a table lookup manner, thus speeding up the
mage unwarping process. The table is a composite of a
istortion-mapping function defined in this study and a
ano-mapping function generated by the Jeng and Tsai
ethod. The distortion-mapping function is generated by a

ew technique of curved quadrilateral morphing based on
uadratic classification in pattern recognition theory. Qua-
ratic classifiers are used to generate interpolating curves
ithin corresponding curved quadrilaterals extracted from

he reference and working images. Such curves are used to
enerate corresponding pixels in distorted and undistorted
mages, which are then used for generating the content of

(b)

(c)

(a)

ig. 16 Results of distorted image unwarping using Algorithm 2. �a�
istorted omni-image. �b� Created panoramic image with correction
y Algorithm 2. �c� Created panoramic image without misalignment
orrection.
ptical Engineering 087003-1
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the misalignment adjustment table. Experimental results
show the feasibility of the proposed method.

In Ref. 19, Ainouz et al. proposed a novel idea for warp-
ing pixel-neighborhood-based operators for image deriva-
tion, image convolution, image matching, etc. to adapt
them to distorted omni-images. A possible future study may
be directed to applying the curved quadrilateral morphing
using quadratic pattern classifiers proposed in our method
for the same purpose of warping the operators. Other pos-
sible future studies include investigating the possibility of
deriving the misalignment adjustment table directly without
combining two tables and using the proposed curved quad-
rilateral morphing technique for unwarping other types of
image distortion.
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